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Abstract: We systematically explore and show the existence of finite-temperature contin-
uous quantum phase transition (CTQPT) at a critical point, namely, during solidification or
melting such that the first-order thermal phase transition is a special case within CTQPT. In
fact, CTQPT is related to chemical reaction where quantum fluctuation (due to wavefunction
transformation) is caused by thermal energy and it can occur maximally for temperatures
much higher than zero Kelvin. To extract the quantity related to CTQPT, we use the
ionization energy theory and the energy-level spacing renormalization group method to
derive the energy-level spacing entropy, renormalized Bose-Einstein distribution and the
time-dependent specific heat capacity. This work unambiguously shows that the quantum
phase transition applies for any finite temperatures.
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1. Introduction
A critical point here refers to a melting point of ice or solid such that at the critical
point state one does not have a well defined phase of matter or phase boundary (both solid
and liquid phases coexist with dynamic phase boundary between them). The fluctuation at
a critical point during finite-temperature continuous quantum phase transition (CTQPT) is
specifically called quantum fluctuation (even for finite temperatures) because it is related
to the properties of electrons at a constant temperature, and therefore, it is still subject to
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. For example, little did we know that physically and
logically, not all quantum fluctuation (ω1,2,···) has become ‘irrelevant’ when T > 0K [1–4].
In other words, not all ω → maximum when T → 0K. If the statement—all quantum fluc-
tuation become maximum only when T → 0K is true, then chemical reaction cannot exist.
The argument that a chemical reaction is a quantum mechanical effect can be proven if we
can prove the existence of quantum fluctuation (due to wavefunction transformation) that
becomes large for finite temperatures (or when T > 0K). The details on zero-temperature
quantum phase transition (0KQPT) can be found elsewhere [1, 2]. The quantum fluctuation
responsible for CTQPT occurring at a finite temperature quantum critical point (TQCP) is
associated to quantitative changes to the wavefunction, which is also known as the wave-
function transformation [5].
Here, we systematically explore the notion of thermal phase transition beyond the struc-
tural phase transition [6] and prove the existence of CTQPT during melting and solidification
(due to chemical reaction) and the standard first-order thermal phase transition (TPT) as
a special case within CTQPT. To achieve the above objectives, we first need to introduce and
explain the ionization energy theory (IET), and this is followed by in-depth analysis on the
first-order thermal phase transition in molten alkali halides, including why and how this
transition is related to the finite temperature quantum phase transition. Subsequently, we
dig deep into the details of quantum phase transition and quantum fluctuation with respect
to IET, involving wavefunction transformation and electronic phase transition. Along the
way, the theory is also discussed and crosschecked whenever necessary against the available
experimental observations. Our primary results obtained from the proofs of points stated
above are related to new physics beyond the traditional thermal phase transition and the
zero-temperature quantum phase transition.
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2. Theoretical details
2.1. Ionization energy theory
The ionization energy theory can be compactly captured by the IET-Schro¨dinger equa-
tion [7, 8],
i~
∂Ψ(r , t)
∂t
=
[
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + VIET
]
Ψ(r , t)
= HIETΨ(r , t) = (E0 ± ξ)Ψ(r , t), (1)
and the ionization energy approximation,
ξquantumsystem ∝ ξconstituentatom . (2)
Here ξ is the energy-level spacing or the ionization energy, HIET and VIET are the exact
Hamiltonian and potential term, respectively, ~ is the Planck constant divided by 2pi, m
denotes electron mass and E0 is ground state energy for temperature (T ) equals zero Kelvin,
in absence of external disturbances such that ξ determines the effects of any perturbation or
disturbances and finally, the ± sign refers to electrons and holes, respectively. Add to that,
only the true and real (not a guessed) wavefunction denoted by Ψ(r , t) can properly capture
the properties of electrons. The notation, ξquantumsystem denotes the real ionization energy of a
quantum system, while ξconstituentatom is the real atomic ionization energy. Accurate values for
ξconstituentatom can be directly obtained from any atomic spectra database, or routinely calculated
from the density functional theory or other quantum chemical methods by using guessed
wavefunctions and adjustable parameters.
Firstly, Eq. (1) is not specific such that VIET needs to be expanded and specified for a
given system and after finding VIET, we still need to solve the IET-Schro¨dinger equation
variationally for ξ. The potential energy can be specified following Fig. 1(a) and (b) where
we have assumed the sketched atoms (X and Y ) to be polarizable, neutral and identical with
discrete energy levels. Each atom, X and Y has one equally-polarizable electron, namely,
eX and eY , respectively. Here, the negatively charged electrons and positively charged nuclei
are arranged in this manner, + − + − along the same axis. In contrast, V e−ionCoulomb is the
renormalized screened Coulomb potential between atomic X and Y , which has been added
by hand into Eq. 3 (the first term on the right-hand side). This particular term (V e−ionCoulomb)
imposes the condition that both X and Y are also single electron atoms, but with a little
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twist such that atomic X has the least polarizable electron (eX), while atomic Y has the
easily polarizable electron (eY ). We will also denote atomic X as an anion (namely, Cl),
whereas atomic Y represents a cation, namely, Li. The charge carried by each nucleus, X
and Y in both sketches, (a) and (b) in Fig. 1 is +e. In particular, for a two-atom system
depicted in Fig. 1(a) and (b), the relevant potential energy (VIET) is the Ramachandran
interaction (stronger than the usual van der Waals type) [9–12]
VIET = V˜
′
Ramachandran(ξ) = V˜
e−ion
Coulomb + E˜ − ~
√
k˜
m
, (3)
where
E˜ − ~
√
k˜
m
=
1
2
~ω0
(
1√
2
− 1
){
exp
[
1
2
λξX
]
+ exp
[
1
2
λξY
]}
, (4)
and
V˜ e−ionCoulomb =
(−e)(+e)
4pi0|RX − rY |
{
exp
[− µrXe− 12λξX]}. (5)
From [8]
k˜ = k exp [λξ], (6)
where E˜, V˜ e−ionCoulomb and k˜ are the renormalized energy, electron-ion Coulomb potential and
interaction potential constant, respectively, µ is the screening constant of proportionality,
λ = (12pi0/e
2)aB, aB is Bohr radius of atomic hydrogen, RX and rY are coordinates for
nucleus X and electron eY , respectively. Here, ~(k˜/m)1/2 = ~ω˜0, ~ω˜0 is the renormalized
energy when VIET = 0, and V˜
′
Ramachandran(ξ) is negative guaranteed by (1/
√
2)− 1 in Eq. (4)
and −e in Eq. (5). See Ref. [9] for the derivation of Eq. (3). The term on the right-hand
side of Eq. (4) assumes that both atoms, X and Y are identical, hence their electrons are
equally polarizable. In Eq. (5) however, we have a unidirectional electron-ion attractive
interaction between the easily polarizable eY and nucleus X, screened by eX via ξX (see the
term in the curly bracket in Eq. (5)). The imposed asymmetric polarizability is captured
by V˜ e−ionCoulomb such that the respective atomic X and Y represent an anion (least polarizable)
and a cation (easily polarizable), which can be used to understand the transition from
liquid (V liquidIET ) to solid (V
solid
IET ) phase. Here, the quantum phase transition originates from
V liquidIET (ξliquid) → V solidIET (ξsolid), which requires wavefunction transformation because we need
to transform ξliquid → ξsolid accordingly.
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To avoid calculations on the basis of variational principle that require guessed wavefunc-
tions and variationally adjustable parameters, we have devised an alternative first principles
approach where one just need to use the analytic ionization energy approximation (Eq. (2))
to evaluate the physical properties of a particular quantum system such that any changes to
ξ can be traced back to a renormalized physical parameter within the energy-level spacing
renormalization group method [8, 13–15]. For example, the quantum fluctuation introduced
above can be written in the form, ~ω = ξ, and for different compositions (y1, y2, · · · ) the
energies of fluctuation read,
~ω(y1) < kBTθ, (7)
~ω(y2) = kBTθ, (8)
~ω(y3) > kBTθ, (9)
where ~ω(y) 6= kBTθ is the doping (y)-dependent energy that does not cause any fluctuation,
and on the other hand, ~ω(y2) = kBTθ is the energy at finite-temperature quantum critical
point (TQCP), where ξ fluctuates due to transforming wavefunction [5] at a critical point.
Here, y1, y2 and y3 are related to different chemical compositions, while θ represents a
certain physical property under investigation. For example, for melting, Tθ = T
melting
point .
In contrast, for the usual 0KQCP, the relevant inequality is simply defined [1, 2] to be
~ω(y1) < ~ω(y2) < ~ω(y3) because Tθ = 0K, or generally one writes kBT < ~ω for small
temperatures not far from 0K to justify the validity of 0KQCP.
To understand how thermal energy initiates quantum fluctuation during melting and
solidification processes, we have to evaluate the relationship between thermally driven first-
order TPT and CTQPT. Here,
C
TQPT requires quantitative changes to the properties of elec-
trons (due to changes in their energy levels) that need some qualitative and/or quantitative
changes to their wavefunctions. These changes are driven by thermal energy, not by the
temperature-independent external tuners such as pressure, electric and magnetic fields. In
contrast, the commonly accepted quantum phase transition for T = 0K (0KQPT) is driven
by the temperature-independent external tuners, and requires quantitative changes to the
properties of electrons (due to changes in their energy levels) that also need some qualita-
tive and/or quantitative changes to their wavefunctions. The changes for T = 0K are driven
by temperature-independent external tuners alone, not by thermal energy. But this does
not imply that the thermal energy cannot be the cause for CTQPT. Hence, we should not
6
reserve all ‘quantum phase transitions’ exclusively for transitions driven by temperature-
independent external tuners (for T = 0K), and not for transitions driven by thermal energy
for T > 0K.
The above reservation is somewhat naive because external drivers can be anything, in-
cluding thermal energy, for as long as these drivers can initiate quantum fluctuation for any
T ≥ 0K. Of course, a given QPT can be driven by thermal energy, with further assistance
from other temperature-independent tuners, or a QPT can be suppressed if one external
tuner competes with other tuners. In this case, it is just a matter of finding which tuner is
in command of which interaction and quantum fluctuation.
We also note here that QPT is never proven to exist only for T ≈ 0K. In fact, the existence
of 0KQPT does not imply QPT cannot exist for T > 0K where the latter implication (QPT
cannot exist for T > 0K) has become an implicit assumption nowadays. To understand
this assumption, we refer to Ref. [16]. Snow et al. [16] have obtained the charge-density-
wave (CDW) phase transition by measuring the low-temperature pressure-dependent Raman
scattering [17–20]. This CDW transition captures the transition from ‘crystalline’ phase at
low pressure to ‘disordered’ phase for high pressure by means of changing Raman-scattering-
induced optical and amplitude modes [16]. Disordered phase here means that there is no
long- or short-range CDW order.
Anyway, the CDW transition temperature (TCDW) is found to be about 200K, but only
the pressure-dependent CDW transition for T = 3.5K is recognized as a 0KQPT, which is an
assumption restricted by an ad hoc condition, kBT < ~ω. We claim here that if the above
pressure-dependent CDW transition, for any constant temperatures (including T = 0K),
is accompanied by this continuous transformation, ξ(P > PCDW) → ξ(P < PCDW) such
that ξ(P > PCDW) 6= ξ(P < PCDW), then the CDW transition even for T ≈ 200K can
be recognized as a type of QPT. Hence, our primary aim here is to prove that thermal
energy can cause quantum phase transition such that the condition kBT < ~ω is no longer
a restriction to study QPT where the stated ad hoc condition is just an assumption. We
apply our theory to explain the doping- and temperature-dependent melting process in alkali
halides and the freezing phenomenon in water in the presence of hydrogen bonds.
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2.2. Thermal and quantum fluctuations
Here, we first justify the reason why we have selected salts made up of single-valent cations
and anions from group 17 of the periodic table. Table 1 lists the diatomic bonding ener-
gies and melting points of these salts such that the melting points decrease systematically
with decreasing bonding energies from F to I. Such a decreasing trend can be precisely over-
lapped with decreasing ionization energies of anions, namely, ξF+(1681 kJmol
−1) > ξCl+(1251
kJmol−1) > ξBr+(1140 kJmol−1) > ξI+(1008 kJmol−1). The values in these inequalities are
given in Table 2, follow the values marked with “ * ”. The ionization energy values were
obtained from Ref. [21]. Interestingly however, for a given anion, the decreasing melting
points do not agree with the ionization energy values for cations: Li, Na, K and Rb (follow
their values listed in Table 2, marked with “ † ”).
For example, the melting points for NaF (996oC) > KF (858oC) > LiF (848oC) > RbF
(833oC) cannot be overlapped with ξLi+(520 kJmol
−1) > ξNa+(496 kJmol−1) > ξK+(419
kJmol−1) > ξRb+(403 kJmol−1). This is not surprising because melting is a process directly
proportional to bonding strengths (see Table 1), which have been discussed earlier [22]
within IET where large ionization energy values of cation-like ions (ξC2+ < ξO2+) in a given
molecule (C2+O2− or O2−(1)O
2+
(2)) do not necessarily imply stronger bonds. Fortunately, we
have proven that a stronger bond is predictable from IET if one considers the ionization
energies for anions (say O in H2O), because oxygen defines the ability to attract electrons
from an atomic hydrogen [23]. In this case, smaller ξO means weaker O−H bond, which is
consistent with the above-stated ionization-energy inequalities for anions (group 17 elements)
and the melting points. Here, even though melting points can be captured by changing the
interatomic distance, but this does not imply that the valence electrons at the melting
point of molten alkali halide are static because these valence electrons are always dynamic
such that they constantly rearrange themselves due to chemical reaction (during melting or
solidification) in the presence of mobile ions or atoms.
In Table 2, we have deliberately selected systems consisting of single valent cations and
anions from group 17 to avoid effects from different electronic interactions due to different
number (and type) of constituent atoms in a given molecule. To understand this point, we
again use molecular systems, in which, for a NO2 molecule, N acts as a cation, while O as an
anion, which means that we need to consider the valence state, 4+ since four electrons have
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been transfered from N4+ to O2−2 . This electron-transfer is due to ξN4+ < ξO4+ (see Table 1).
In contrast, N is an anion in NH3 molecule due to ξN+ > ξH+ where three electrons from
three hydrogen atoms are transfered to nitrogen, giving N3−H+3 . Thus far, the analysis is
correct. However, the polarizability for molecule NO2 does not solely depend on these four
electrons contributed by nitrogen if we compare N4+O2−2 with N
3−H+3 because we cannot
simplify the analysis by comparing ξN4+ with ξH+ (3 electrons contributed by three hydrogen
ions) only. If we do so, then obviously we have ξN4+ > ξH+ that falsely allows us to conclude
αNO2d < α
NH3
d because αd ∝ exp(−ξ) where αd is the displacement polarizability.
In other words, we cannot use the above inequality (ξ) to directly compare αd between
NO2 and NH3 molecules because N acts as a cation in a NO2 molecule, while it is an anion
in NH3. This implies that we need to take both the cationic- and anionic-effect into account
explicitly for an accurate logical analysis, which have been correctly invoked in Ref. [23].
However, the anionic-effect can be neglected when we compare CO with O2 because in these
molecule, oxygen is the anion and therefore αCOd < α
O2
d is valid [22]. On the other hand,
the justification required to neglect the cationic-effect for doped-Pnictide superconductors
is given in Ref. [24]. Finally, taking both cationic- and anionic-effect into account means
that for large (many-electron) cations such as K (Z = 19) and Rb (Z = 37), there will
always be some significant amount of polarization (due to large screening) from the outer
core electrons, even though effectively, K+ and Rb+ are single-valent ions. This second-
or third-electron polarization is negligible for few-electron atoms (due to small screening),
namely, Li (Z = 3) and interestingly, also for Na (Z = 11). It should be clear now that in
view of Eqs. (1) and (2), one cannot use electron affinities to evaluate melting or solidification
process (see following sections).
Furthermore, we need smaller and larger ionization energies for cations and anions, re-
spectively for stronger ionic bonds. Therefore, incorporating this additional amount of
polarization (for cations) implies larger ξcationic or equivalently, smaller ξanionic that should
reduce the melting point as has been observed experimentally (see Fig. 2(a)). In Fig. 2(a),
melting points of Li(I, Br, Cl and F), Na(I, Br, Cl and F), K(I, Br, Cl and F) and Rb(I, Br,
Cl and F) salts are plotted against the anionic (I, Br, Cl and F) ionization energies, while in
Fig. 2(b), the vertical down-arrow (solidification) denotes the first-order thermal phase tran-
sition (from liquid to solid) for LiCl when temperature is reduced from T > 610oC to T =
552oC. The horizontal arrow pointing left captures the continuous (purely electronic) quan-
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tum phase transition (from solid to liquid) at constant T = 552oC by changing the chemical
composition systematically, LiCl1−a1Bra1−a2Ia2 such that LiCl → LiBr → LiI, y3 = 1 − a1,
y2 = a1 − a2 and y1 = a2. Importantly, the above correction does not apply to anions
if a given system consists of mostly ionic bonds because anions are judged solely on their
ability to attract electrons from cations. On the contrary, for systems with mostly covalent
bonds, we need to consider both cationic- and anionic-effect simultaneously as carried out
in Ref. [23]. The existence of this additional polarization is consistent with experimental
results shown in Fig. 2(a) when one compares the slope, dTθ/dξ for salts containing Li and
Na, for instance (dTθ/dξ)Li ≈ (dTθ/dξ)Na, while (dTθ/dξ)K ≈ (dTθ/dξ)Rb (follow the solid
lines in Fig. 2(a)). Here, we have shown that thermal energy can cause fluctuation in ξ,
which could give rise to QPT. Later, we will expose why and how the fluctuation in ξ (at a
critical point) forces us to impose time-dependence into ξ.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Renormalized entropy and Bose-Einstein distribution
Figure 2 shows direct proportionality between melting points and ionization energies of
these constituent anions (I, Br, Cl and F). The respective vertical and horizontal arrows
in Fig. 2(b) indicate first-order TPT and CTQPT. In order to expose the existence of these
phase transitions, we need to recall the first and second laws of thermodynamics. These two
laws can be combined to obtain
dU = δQ+ δW = TdS − PdV, (10)
in which, the change in the internal energy, dU of a closed system equals the amount of
heat (Q) absorbed and the amount of work (W ) done by that system. Here, δ is not an
exact differential because the changes in Q and W depend on the thermodynamic path (or
independent of a particular system and process), and therefore, Q and W are not state
functions. Here, P and V denote pressure and volume, respectively and we consider only
reversible processes. Unlike Q and W , the thermodynamic variables U , P and V are state
functions that are unique for a given system and process.
The second law is given by, δQ = TdS where S is the entropy, another path-independent
state function. All we need now is the relationship connecting S to ξ that can be obtained
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from the derivation of the ionization energy based Fermi-Dirac statistics (iFDS). Denoting
N as the total number of particles with n1 particles have energy (E0± ξ)1, n2 particles with
energy (E0 ± ξ)2 and so on implies that N = n1 + n2 + · · · + nm. As a consequence, the
number of ways for q1 unoccupied quantum states to be arranged among n1 particles is
Ω(n1, q1) =
q1!
n1!(q1 − n1)! , (11)
satisfying the condition that one empty quantum state can accommodate only one particle.
Subsequently, the total number of ways for q quantum states (q = q1 + · · · + qm) to be
arranged among N particles
Ω(N, q) =
∏
i
qi!
ni!(qi − ni)! . (12)
The most probable configuration for certain T can be obtained by maximizing the number
of ways one can arrange ni particles in qi empty quantum states or, we need to maximize
Ω(N, q) subject to the restrictive conditions,∑
i
ni = N,
∑
i
dni = 0, (13)
∑
i
(E0 ± ξ)i = E0 ± ξ = E,
∑
i
(E0 ± ξ)idni = 0. (14)
These conditions impose that the total energy, E and the total number of particles, N for a
given system are always constant. Here, E0 is the total energy for 0K. Using the standard
procedure, and after some algebraic rearrangements, one gets
N
q
=
1
exp
[
µ+ λB(E0 ± ξ)
]
+ 1
, (15)
which is the iFDS. Taking exp
[
µ+ λB(E0 ± ξ)
] 1, µ = −λBE0F and dividing all the terms
by T will lead us to the energy-level spacing entropy
Sξ = −(E0 ± ξ) + E
0
F
T
=
1
(λB, λ)T
ln
N
q
, (16)
in which,
λB =
1
kBT
for constant ξ and (17)
λ =
12aBpi0
e2
for constant T > 0. (18)
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The derivation for λB is well known in classical thermodynamics and is also given in Ref. [7]
within IET formalism, while the proof for λ is available in Ref. [25]. Here, E0F denotes
the Fermi level for T = 0K, independent of any disturbance. The entropy Sξ given in
Eq. (16) decreases logarithmically (Sξ → −∞) when N/q → 0 (ordered) such that, the
inequality 0 < N/q < 1 strictly corresponds to −∞min < Sξ < 0max. However, physically
it is meaningless to have −∞min (unbounded from below) that will also lead to (−Sξ)1/m
where m is a natural number. Consequently, we will convert all our entropy equations to
be positive definite as required in natural sciences. But in any case, within the set of real
negative numbers, including zero (Sξ ∈ R−) and Eq. (16), we have the correct correspondence
between T → 0 and Sξ → −∞ (ordered). Apart from that, it is straightforward to identify
the intensive and extensive parameters in the above equations—for example, from Eq. (15),
one can readily verify N and q as extensive parameters, while N/q and all the variables on
the right-hand side of Eq. (15) are intensive parameters. This means that Eq. (15) captures
the changes to the intensive parameters in the presence of external disturbances, namely,
temperature and doping.
The other relevant entropy is due to atomic-disorder, SD = kB ln D where
D(ND, qD) =
∏
i
(ni + qi − 1)!
ni!(qi − 1)! ≈
∏
i
(ni + qi)!
ni!qi!
, (19)
by taking ni  1, qi  1 and defining ND/qD as the ratio of the total number of identical
atoms and empty lattice sites. Here, ND =
∑
i ni, qD =
∑
i qi, and ND/qD corresponds to the
probability of excited identical particles from their lattice sites. One of the two restrictive
conditions needed to maximize Eq. (19) remains the same (Eq. (13)) because the total
number of particles (atoms) is also conserved. While the condition for the total energy has
been renormalized,
∑
i
[
Ee
1
2
λξ
]
i
ni = ~
√
k˜
m
= E˜, (20)
to imply that the total energy (for the atoms, not electrons) is also conserved. Moreover, we
have renormalized the total energy of identical atoms (E), not of the electrons, to obtain E˜
so that the electronic polarizability effect is taken into account. This means that the atoms
are no longer considered to be the rigid vibrating ions, independent of their surrounding
electrons. Somewhat similar to iFDS derived earlier, we also can derive the renormalized
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Bose-Einstein statistics (rBES)
ND
qD
=
1
exp
[
λBEe
1
2
λξ
]− 1 . (21)
The constant, α = µ denotes the minimum energy prior to any excitation of atoms from
their equilibrium lattice sites, somewhat similar to Fermi level for electrons, and obviously,
it is zero here. It is important to note here that qD ≥ ND is required so that the probability
is normalized to one, even if there can be any number of n particles allowed to occupy a
single empty quantum state, qi. Similar to Sξ, SD ∈ R−.
We are now ready to track the solidification of liquid LiCl from T2 > 610
oC to T1 = 552
oC
as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case, the dominant entropy change is due to the transition from
the disordered (liquid state) to an ordered (solid) state in which, the liquid state is defined
within 610oC < T ≤ T2 and the solid state is bounded within T1 ≤ T < 610oC. The value
610oC (Tθ) is the critical point, or the melting point of LiCl and S
liquid
D > S
solid
D indicates the
existence of TPT, qualitatively. To claim liquid has a larger entropy than solid means we
have invoked an additional condition |SliquidD − SsolidD | > |Sliquidξ − Ssolidξ | because the change
of entropy due to electronic excitation is always smaller compared to an atomic-disorder
induced entropy (due to broken translational symmetry) within a particular system. Of
course, in the absence of this temperature-induced atomic-arrangement asymmetry, electron
induced disorder or Sξ is the dominant entropy.
Apparently, the change in entropy during the above-stated transition (solidification) is
a first-order TPT because SliquidD:T>Tθ > S
solid
D:T<Tθ
such that there exist nonequilibrium entropy
(Snoneqm) that contribute to this inequality, which is classically undefined at the critical point,
T = Tθ = 610
oC where both solid and liquid phases coexist. However, we can define Snoneqm
with respect to time-dependent energy-level spacing, ξ(t) and using Eq. (16) at the critical
point due to time-dependent processes of breaking and forming of bonds [5, 23] at the
solid|liquid interface (we will revisit this issue in detail shortly) for T = Tθ. In this case, ξ
continuously switches between ξliquid and ξsolid for T = Tθ. Consequently, one cannot write
SsolidD < S
non
eqm < S
liquid
D , which in turn implies that solidification and melting are first-order
transitions.
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3.2. Renormalized specific heat
Traditionally, first-order TPT is defined to exist if there is quantitative discontinuity in
the first derivative of any thermodynamic variable [26]. For example, the first-derivative
of heat capacity (a thermodynamic variable) is discontinuous at the critical point due to
discontinuity in the entropy itself as stated above. Here, the constant-volume heat capacity
and entropy relationship can be obtained from
dS =
dU + PdV
T
=
1
T
[
∂U
∂T
∣∣∣∣
V
+ 0
]
=
Cv
T
dT, (22)
using Eq. (10) and the definition, Cv = ∂U/∂T |V , in which Eq. (22) tells us nothing about
the changes in Cv during solidification or at the critical point, except that it diverges [27].
In Eq. (22), even though T and Cv(T ) are intensive parameters, S is an extensive parameter
because S is also influenced by other independent physical processes (not taken into account)
where the change in entropy (dS) in Eq. (22) is solely due to dT and Cv(T ). Anyway, on
the way to understand the origin of first-order TPT (given above), we have pointed out the
existence of a time-dependent ξ(t), which fluctuates between ξliquid and ξsolid for T = Tθ
in the presence of both solid and liquid phases. Now, the above fluctuation in ξ can be
associated to the existence of CTQPT at the critical point during melting or solidification
in such a way that if we continue extracting heat from the LiCl system, then one has
the liquid to solid transformation due to [ξliquid → ξsolid] > [ξliquid ← ξsolid] that freezes
LiCl completely. The formation of bonds (or releasing of heat) during solidification occur
continuously with respect to time that involves complete modification of the time-dependent
many-body wavefunction (Ψ(t)). Within IET formalism, we do not require to know the
changes in Ψ(t), instead, we have ξ(t) as the fundamental interaction-strength functional,
which changes continuously and originates from the chemical constituents of a system. In
other words, the chemical composition at the solid|liquid interface changes with time, giving
rise to this correspondence rule, Ψ(t) → ξ(t). For a given temperature (T 6= Tθ), if the
chemical composition is t-independent (for example, in the solid or liquid phase) but r-
dependent, then Ψ(r)→ ξ(r) where r is the electron coordinate. In our earlier work [8], we
have renormalized Cv that can be exploited here to rewrite Eq. (22) for T = Tθ
dS˜noneqm(t) =
C˜v(t)
non
eqm
Tθ
dt =
Cv(T )
Tθ
exp
[
− 3
2
λξ(t)
]
dt, (23)
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which reinforces the logic that any change to the interaction strength during solidification,
even though T -independent at the critical point, never ceases to be t-dependent, giving rise
to Sliquid → Ssolid and C liquidv → Csolidv transitions. These t-dependent transitions, S˜noneqm(t) and
C˜v(t)
non
eqm can be readily captured via ξ(t) without any divergence. In addition to that, we
now claim that the solid
 liquid transition for T = Tθ is associated to CTQPT. An essential
point to note here is that we did not identify Cv(T ) in Eq. (23) as the nonequilibrium specific
heat at the critical point because Cv(T ) reduces to C
liquid
v (T ) during solidification, whereas,
Cv(T )→ Csolidv (T ) during melting. We also remind the readers to take note here that unlike
Sξ and SD, {S˜, S} ∈ R+ because {N/q,ND/qD} ∈ (0, 1]. Physically (stated earlier), we should
not be comfortable with {Sξ, SD} ∈ R−, hence we define an alternative equation
Sξ(+) = kB ln
{
q
exp
[
µ+ λ(E0 ± ξ)
]
+ 1
}
= kB lnN, (24)
which can be obtained from Eq. (15) and recall here that N is the number of excited
electrons. Similarly,
SD(+) = kB ln
{
qD
exp
[
λBEe(1/2)λξ
]− 1
}
= kB lnND, (25)
in this case, ND is the number of ions being displaced (or excited) from their crystallographic
sites. Apart from Eqs. (24) and (25), we can also enforce positivity by rewriting Eq. (15)
such that
S+ξ = −kB
N
q
ln
N
q
and S+D = −kB
ND
qD
ln
ND
qD
, (26)
because if N1/q > N2/q and 0 ≤ N1,2/q ≤ 1, then
− N1
q
ln
N1
q
> −N2
q
ln
N2
q
, (27)
which will guarantee S1 ≥ 0, S2 ≥ 0 and S1 > S2 because N/q increases or decreases faster
than ln (N/q). For example, taking N = 1, q = x, f(x) = 1/x and g(x) = ln (1/x), one can
write h[f, g] = (1/x) ln (1/x), subsequently it is straightforward to show dmf/dxm > dmg/dxm
is always true when x ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1 where x ∈ R+ and m ∈ N∗. In addition, S1 > S2 is
consistent with increasing entropy if N/q gets larger, and consequently we will always have
{Sξ(+), S+ξ , SD(+), S+D } ∈ R+ where R+ and N∗ are the set of real positive numbers and
positive integers, including zero, respectively. In summary, from the above analyses, we can
construct the following statement,
Statement 1: Any first-order TPT has got to go through CTQPT at constant T ,
which will be shown to be true in the subsequent section.
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3.3. Finite-temperature continuous quantum phase transition
Thus far, we have exposed the existence of CTQPT during LiCl solidification at T = Tθ
(see the vertical arrow in Fig. 2)(b), which is commonly accepted as the first-order TPT
without going into the details of CTQPT. Proving Statement 1 requires one to track
C
TQPT
or the changes in ξ(t) during solidification for constant T = Tθ. Alternatively, one may also
prove Statement 1 by tracking the horizontal arrow pointing left shown in Fig. 2(b) by
systematically changing the chemical composition via substitutional doping of Cl with Br
and followed by I such that LiCl→ LiBr→ LiI at constant T = 552oC, which is the melting
point for LiBr. We will first address CTQPT occurring during solidification (for constant T
= 610oC).
The above CTQPT during solidification of LiCl system can be captured by isolating the
system right at the critical point (Tθ = 610
oC) as shown schematically in Fig. 3. This system
has been isolated at the critical point when T = Tθ = 610
oC such that the solid phase coexists
indefinitely within the liquid phase with a dynamic phase boundary between those two
phases. The magnified sketch beneath the main diagram shows the temperature differences
between the solid phase (Tsol) and its surrounding liquid phase (Tliq) such that Tliq > Tθ >
Tsol and Tliq − Tsol  Tθ. At the boundary, the system is in extreme nonequilibrium where
Li or Cl from the liquid phase may react to form a rigid ionic bond, and release heat (−Q)
as energy. Conversely, the same amount of heat is absorbed (+Q) by Li or Cl in the solid
phase so as to break free from the solid phase in order to be part of the liquid phase. Here,
the liquid phase Li and Cl are indicated with filled circles, while the same elements in the
solid phase are drawn as circles, but we did not bother to completely fill the solid phase
with circles. These processes are due to chemical reactions between the highly-polarized
Li (small ξLi) and the least-polarized Cl (large ξCl) giving rise to the chemical association
between them, forming the solid phase, which releases energy as heat (−Q) into the liquid
phase. This energy transfer increases the kinetic energy of the liquid-phase Li and Cl that
will eventually collide onto the solid-particle surface with increasing frequency, and thus
could transfer this energy (+Q) back into the solid phase to initiate melting of LiCl solid.
These two thermal-assisted processes (due to ±Q) are the causes for this thermal-assisted (or
finite-temperature) CQPT. In a macroscopic point of view, this particular isolated system,
containing both solid and liquid phases, is in equilibrium because the average rate of melting
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and solidification is the same, hence the solid-to-liquid and liquid-to-solid transitions (CTQPT)
are in balance. But we need to go deeper to track the physico-chemical processes at the
solid|liquid interface, which can be done with IET. For instance, the energy level spacings in
the liquid and solid phases are ξLiClliquid and ξ
LiCl
solid, respectively, and since the valence electrons
in the liquid phase are all in the excited states (thermally polarized) then this implies ξLiClliquid
< ξLiClsolid. This inequality is strictly valid because the excited energy-level spacings are always
narrower due to weak electron-electron (e-e) interaction in the presence of weak electron-
nucleus (e-nuc) attraction. Conversely, large energy level spacings are inevitable for the
energy levels close to nucleus [7].
Substituting ξLiClliquid < ξ
LiCl
solid into Eq. (26) leads to liqS
+
ξ > solS
+
ξ and liqS
+
D > solS
+
D , which
then allow one to correctly conclude Sliquid > Ssolid where Sliquid = liqS
+
ξ + liqS
+
D and Ssolid
= solS
+
ξ + solS
+
D . However, as we have noted earlier, Ssolid < S
non
eqm < Sliquid is invalid because
we need to take the nonequilibrium effect (at the solid|liquid interface) into account. We
now know that this effect occurs maximally at the critical point (when T = Tθ), and at
the solid|liquid interface where Snoneqm = Sliquid + Ssolid + Sinterface , and therefore Ssolid < Sliquid
< Snoneqm that guarantees the existence of first-order TPT, while S
inter
face on the other hand,
ensures the existence of CTQPT, as well as the coexistence of both solid and liquid phases
(see Fig. 3). This means that if Sinterface = 0, then T 6= Tθ and consequently we have Snoneqm
→ Sliquid for T > Tθ or Snoneqm → Ssolid for T < Tθ. Using Eq. (23), the non-divergent and
renormalized
C˜v(Tθ, t)
non
eqm = Cv(T ) exp
{
− 3
2
λ
[∑
j
Jjξsolid + (1− Jj)ξliquid
]}
, (28)
in which, we have defined ξ(t) =
∑
j Jjξsolid + (1 − Jj)ξliquid where j = {t1, t2, · · · , tn},
J = XLiClsolid/X
LiCl
total and J ∈ [0, 1]. Here, XLiClsolid is the number of Li and Cl atoms in the solid
phase only, and XLiCltotal is the total number of Li and Cl atoms in both liquid and solid
phases (or in a given system). Moreover, J does not necessarily increase with time, if the
heat-exchange fluctuates (±Q), and the total time between t1 and tn is the time taken
for a complete solidification of liquid LiCl for constant T = Tθ. Eq. (28) strictly implies
that the magnitude of C˜v(t)
non
eqm does not change with T only, but also with respect to
changes in the interaction-strength parameter, ξ(t). In particular, C˜v(t)
non
eqm can change due
to changes in ξ(t) from ξliquid to ξsolid during solidification of LiCl liquid. In this latter case,
the heat-exchange as depicted in Fig. 3 is solely used to change the interaction strength via
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ξsolid 
 ξliquid.
If one employs an unrenormalized specific-heat equation, then it is always divergent for
T = Tθ because it is undefined at this critical point. On the other hand, Eq. (28) is well-
defined such that ξ can be exploited at melting points, without any divergence. For example,
ξliquid and ξsolid are constants for T > Tθ and T < Tθ, respectively, and any heat exchanges
that may exist between a given system and its surrounding only decrease or increase the
system’s temperature. At the critical point however, the heat exchanges are used only to
modify the system’s physico-chemical properties, hence, the system’s temperature remains
constant. In other words, the renormalized specific-heat equation (Eq. (28)) reduces to
C˜ liquidv (T ) = C
liquid
v (T ) exp
[
− 3
2
λξliquid
]
, (29)
for liquid LiCl (T > Tθ), and for solid LiCl (T < Tθ), one just need to switch the label ‘liquid’
with ‘solid’ in the equation above. However, neither of these equations can be applied when
T = Tθ. We need Eq. (28) for T = Tθ. This completes the proof for Statement 1.
If we now follow the horizontal arrow given in Fig. 2(b), we can show that both transitions
(for vertical and horizontal arrows) are thermal-assisted CTQPT, one occurring during solid-
ification (discussed above for the vertical arrow) and the other originates due to changing
chemical composition (at a constant temperature). For example, the first CTQPT at the crit-
ical point during solidification (constant T = Tθ) is initiated by the heat-exchange between
liquid and solid LiCl, where dS = δQ/Tθ, and from Eq. (16),
d|Sξ| = dS = δQ
Tθ
=
∣∣∣∣− (E0 ± dξ) + E0FTθ
∣∣∣∣, |Sξ| ∈ R+. (30)
Equation (30) correctly implies: (a) increasing absorption of heat in a system increases
the entropy of that system, or vice versa, (b) any amount of change in Q (δQ) or ξ (dξ)
corresponds accordingly to a change in entropy, as it should be, however, (c) the entropy
of a given system decreases if ξ increases, as strictly required by Eq. (16), (d) systems with
large ξ need large amount of heat to initiate changes such as melting, for example, from
Table 2, we know [ξBr < ξCl] → [ξLiBr < ξLiCl] and therefore T LiBrθ < T LiClθ , and (e) large
amount of heat is required to be removed or added to initiate large changes to ξ, for example
ξLiClliquid 
 ξLiClsolid. Here, ξLiClliquid is a constant, while Q is the amount of heat removed to initiate
the change, ξLiClliquid − Q → ξLiClsolid. Therefore, (d) refers to entropy-change of a system prior
to any phase transition, i.e., for constant ξ and T < Tθ or T > Tθ. In contrast, (e) reveals
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changes in the intrinsic physico-chemical properties of a system due to changing ξ when
T = Tθ. This means that d|Sξ| is only valid at the critical point, or when T = Tθ because ξ
does not change with T , but it changes significantly when the physico-chemical properties
of a given system change.
In order to understand the existence of thermal-assisted CQPT due to doping (follow
the horizontal arrow in Fig. 2(b)), we increase Br content, replacing Cl for constant T to
obtain a system defined by LiCl1−a1Bra1 . The inequality, ξBr < ξCl implies ξ decreases with
increasing Br content where this doping is carried out for constant T = 552oC. Now, the
critical point can be obtained for a1 = 1 and at this point, T = Tθ = 552
oC, which is the
melting point of LiBr. As a consequence, if ξLiClsolid → ξLiBrsolid is achieved through doping at
T = T LiBrθ , then Q activates the melting process, such that ξ
LiBr
solid +Q→ ξLiBrliquid. However, we
point out that Q = ξLiBrliquid − ξLiBrsolid is false. Note here that the above stated doping-induced
C
TQPT can occur for any constant temperature, and even for T = 0K.
In summary, the so-called activation energy in this chemical association should be equal
to Q, which is required to complete the liquid-to-solid transition, or vice versa. In other
words, to complete ξLiClliquid → ξLiClsolid or ξLiBrsolid → ξLiBrliquid transformation, significant changes to
t-dependent many-body wavefunction are necessary, for example, Ψ(t)LiClliquid → Ψ(t)LiClsolid. The
existence of such a transformation in Ψ(t) has been proven within a new quantum adiabatic
theorem developed for chemical reactions [5], which can be used to understand why the
wavefunction of unreacted species need to be combined linearly or written in a different form
for the compounds formed after chemical reaction. Interestingly, Mu¨ller and Goddard [28]
have also pointed out such a case must exist during chemical reaction. Thus far, we have
exploited the formalism developed for IET such that the only a priori information one
required to know is the atomic energy-level spacings listed in Table 2.
The technical steps taken to prove the existence of CTQPT required us to first construct
Statement 1. But before constructing the statement, we have first explained why and how
the first-order thermal phase transition during melting or solidification of alkali halides can
be exactly recaptured with quantum phase transition. For example, in Further Analysis I,
we have explained that thermal energy at a critical point (during melting or solidification)
can cause fluctuation in ξ, which could give rise to CTQPT. To prove the fluctuation in ξ,
we derived the entropy-change due to electron (see Eq. (15)) and ion (see Eq. (21)) at the
critical point, which are the causes for ξ to fluctuate. Equations (15) and (21) show that (i)
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zero-entropy is not required for CTQPT and (ii) Statement 1 can be constructed because
the changes to the electronic energy levels (with contributions from electrons and ions) are
caused by thermal energy leading to the wavefunction or ξsolid → ξliquid transformation.
Subsequently, we moved on to show that the inequality, SsolidD < S
liquid
D < S
non
eqm is re-
sponsible to label melting or solidification as the first-order TPT. By digging deeper into
this solidification process, we have proved that ξ continuously switches between ξliquid and
ξsolid due to wavefunction transformation for T = Tθ, which unambiguously implies that
the above process (melting or solidification) satisfies CTQPT such that TPT (independent
of wavefunction) is a special case. Next, we derived the renormalized specific heat formula
in terms of entropy, which is used to expose that the fluctuation in ξ (at a critical point)
forces us to impose time-dependence into the energy level spacing such that ξ → ξ(t) (see
Eqs. (23) and (28)), and these equations properly prove the correctness of Statement 1.
In addition, we have explained why and how Sξ (see Eq. (30)) can be used to further sup-
port that ξ(t)liquid → ξ(t)solid is equivalent to Ψ(t)liquid → Ψ(t)solid that further reinforces
the correctness of Statement 1. Finally, our theory and Statement 1 has been used to
explain the physical processes at the critical point in these systems, namely, alkali halides
and water.
3.4. Water freezing
We apply Eq. (28) to water-to-ice thermal phase transition during freezing. Figure 4
sketches the specific heat versus temperature curve for constant pressure (Cp(T )) for water
(see the dashed line). The dashed line denotes the usual Cp(T ) curve with a sudden drop
(Cwaterp (T ) > C
ice
p (T )) at the freezing point. Whereas, the solid line in Fig. 4 captures the
whole mechanism of phase transition from water to ice, including the freezing curve occurring
at the freezing point (273.16K). Obviously, the freezing curve is always hidden at the freezing
point and appears as a sudden drop in Cp(T ) measurement, when temperature is lowered.
Unfortunately, we do not know the explicit microscopic equation for Cp(T ) = dH/dT |P where
H is known as the enthalpy. However, the fundamental energy-level spacing renormalization
factor (the exponential term in Eq. (28)) for C˜v(Tθ, t)
non
eqm should remain intact for C˜p(Tθ, t)
non
eqm
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such that
C˜p(Tθ, t)
non
eqm = Cp(T ) exp
{
− η
2
λ
[∑
j
Jjξice + (1− Jj)ξwater
]}
. (31)
The only change in the renormalizing factor is the numerical constant, 3 in 3λ/2 (see the
exponential term in Eq. (28)). The constant 3 here is unknown and therefore, we replace
it with η in Eq. (31). This numerical constant, η can only be obtained by solving Cp(T ) =
dH/dT |P, but it is irrelevant here. What we actually need are the renormalized specific heat
equations for water and ice,
C˜waterp (T ) = C
water
p (T ) exp
[
− η
2
λξwater
]
, (32)
C˜ icep (T ) = C
ice
p (T ) exp
[
− η
2
λξice
]
. (33)
In Eqs. (32) and (33), only Cwaterp (T ) and C
ice
p (T ) are T -dependent variables, and the
rest are just T -independent variables or constants. This means that Eq. (32) captures the
specific heat for water, whereas, Eq. (33) is for ice (see dashed and solid lines for water and
ice in Fig. 4). The sketched freezing curve however, follows Eq. (31) and is smooth here,
implying there is no fluctuation in Q during freezing, i.e., there is a continuous extraction of
heat from the water-ice system. Recall here that the freezing curve in Fig. 4 is not observable
from the Cp versus T measurement alone, but exists as a sudden drop in the specific heat
for T = 273.16K (freezing point) because Cwaterp (T ) > C
ice
p (T ) or ξ
water < ξice. This is the
reason why temperature is not a proper variable to monitor at the freezing point of any
thermally-driven finite-temperature continuous quantum phase transition.
In summary, we have proven that ξ(t) is the proper quantum variable to capture what is
really happening at the freezing point. For example, at the freezing point, the heat that is
being extracted from the water-ice system, activates the energy-level spacing transformation,
ξwater → ξice or the wavefunction transformation Ψwater → Ψice due to the formation of
permanent hydrogen bonds. This transformation results in Cwaterp (T ) > C
ice
p (T ) that implies
ξwater < ξice. The latter inequality has its origin in hydrogen bonds. For example, both
ξwater and ξice refer to energy-level spacings due to hydrogen bonds and not due to covalent
bonds between O and H in a H2O molecule. Obviously, the energy-level spacings due to
hydrogen bonds are larger for ice compared to water because the hydrogen bonds in ice
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is permanently bonded (static) and therefore, its strength is larger in ice than in water.
The hydrogen bonds in water phase is dynamic such that the bonds are broken and formed
randomly. As such, indeed ξwater < ξice. Now for water vapor, all H2O molecules are isolated,
and they do not form any hydrogen bond. As a result, ξvapor refers to energy-level spacings
due to covalent bonds (between O and H) within a H2O molecule. Since covalent bonds are
much stronger than hydrogen bonds, one has ξwater < ξice < ξvapor that correctly corroborates
with experimental observations [29, 30], Cwaterp (4.187 kJkg
−1K−1) > C icep (2.108 kJkg
−1K−1)
> Cvaporp (1.996 kJkg
−1K−1). This concludes our analytical proofs and technical analyses on
H2O system, again supported by experimental results.
4. Conclusions
The finite-temperature continuous quantum phase transition (CTQPT) has been formally
proven to exist and to be responsible for the thermal phase transition during melting or
solidification, as well as during substitutional doping for constant temperature. Along the
way, we also have proven that first-order phase transition obtained from constant-pressure
specific heat data between water and ice unambiguously satisfies the notion of CTQPT devel-
oped here. In view of the analysis for alkali halide salts and water, we found that standard
first-order thermal phase transition is a special case within CTQPT. The equations developed
herein allow one to obtain the precise physico-chemical mechanisms (without any diver-
gences) right at the melting point of a given solid, beyond the usual physics of discontinuous
(sudden change) thermal phase transition, specifically, in the first-derivative of specific heat
capacity. Therefore, we can also claim that chemical reaction is a quantum critical point
phenomenon that can be associated to the finite temperature continuous quantum phase
transition.
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Table 1: Experimental values for the melting points and diatomic bonding energies of salts
obtained from Ref. [21]. The systematic decrease of melting points and diatomic bonding
energies with respect to anions (from F to I with increasing Z) satisfy the decreasing
ionization energies for the same anions, from F to I. See text and Table 2 (follow the values
marked with “ * ”) for details.
Table 2: Averaged atomic ionization energies (ξ) for individual ions and their re-
spective valence states ordered with increasing atomic number Z. All experimental
ionization energy values were obtained from Ref. [21].
Figure 1: (a): The sketched atoms (X and Y ) are equally polarizable, neutral and
identical with discrete energy levels. (b): Atomic X has the least polarizable electron (eX),
while eY from atomic Y is easily polarizable.
Figure 2: (a): Melting points of salts are plotted against the ionization energies of
anions (I, Br, Cl and F). (b): Melting points of Li(I, Br, Cl and F) versus anions
ionization energies. The vertical down-arrow (solidification) denotes the first-order
thermal phase transition (TPT: from liquid to solid) for LiCl, while the horizontal left-
arrow denotes quantum phase transition (QPT: from solid to liquid) at constant T = 552oC.
Figure 3: Both atomic Li and Cl in liquid phase are denoted with filled circles,
while circles represent ionic Li and Cl in solid phase.
Figure 4: A dashed line is sketched to represent the changes of constant-pressure
specific heat (Cp(T )) with temperature for both water and ice. The solid line captures the
same specific heat based on Eqs. (31), (32) and (33), which gives a complete picture.
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Table 1
Salts Melting points Diatomic bonding
(oC) energies (kJmol−1)
LiF 848 577
LiCl 610 469
LiBr 552 419
LiI 469 345
NaF 996 519
NaCl 801 412
NaBr 747 367
NaI 660 304
KF 858 498
KCl 771 433
KBr 734 380
KI 681 325
RbF 833 494
RbCl 715 428
RbBr 682 381
RbI 642 319
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Table 2
Elements Atomic numbers Valence ξ
Z states (kJmol−1)
H 1 1+ 1312
Li 3 1+ 520†
N 7 1+ 1402
N 7 4+ 4078
O 8 1+ 1314
O 8 2+ 2351
O 8 4+ 4368
F 9 1+ 1681*
Na 11 1+ 496†
Cl 17 1+ 1251*
K 19 1+ 419†
Br 35 1+ 1140*
Rb 37 1+ 403†
Sr 38 2+ 807
I 53 1+ 1008*
La 57 3+ 1152
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